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The Line specifications

Product Specifications
Mounting:

Column

Optics:

Asymmetric, Asymmetric Medium, Asymmetric Wide
(Symmetric when double light is chosen)

Light Engine:

3 Cell, 6 Cell, 12 Cell; Silver; Single or Double

Height:

10ft, 12ft, 14ft, 16ft, or 18ft

CCT:

2700K; 3000K; 4000K

Output:

Up to 8,544lm

Fixture Options:

Base Cover, GFCI, Twist Lock Receptacle, Motion sensor with
optional photocell, USB & Duplex Receptacle, Hi-Lo Switching,
0-10V Dimming, Comfort Feature (*optional for optic)

Mounting:

Bollard

Optics:

Asymmetric (Symmetric when double light is chosen)

Light Engine:

1 Cell , 3 Cell; Silver; Single or Double

Height:

3ft, 3.5ft, 4ft

CCT:

2700K; 3000K; 4000K

Output:

Up to 1,992lm

Fixture Options:

GFCI, USB & Duplex Receptacle, 0-10V Dimming
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The Line story

Light Column with Rotation
The 4 1/2” round light column is available with
a choice of 3 Cell modules, 6 Cell modules, or
12 Cell modules, single or double. Modules can
be directed on a roadway, pathway, or both for
more diverse illumination. Optics used in the Line
family push light into a useful, well spread pattern
for better coverage and spacing. Independent 360
degree rotation of light modules solves problems
associated with incorrect installations. The freedom to
rotate module positions provides the chance for unique
arrangements.
Light Column no Rotation
The Line can be made as a ‘pure’ form version on a
project basis. This version is made from a single pole,
with modules cut in at fixed locations for the cleanest
Line possible. Consult factory.

Bollard
The 4 1/2” round bollard is available with single or
double 1 Cell modules or 3 Cell modules for symmetric
or asymmetric lighting of pedestrian scale applications.
Bollard scale is well suited for more intimate settings.
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The Line family
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The Line family

Minimized to the max lighting for streets, pathways,
and plazas, all from one vertical line
The design philosophy behind the Line is to drastically
reduce the complexity of a luminaire’s form by
integrating the optics into a vertical line. The
result: slim line luminaires that support a calm and
clear urban landscape. The discreet form brings
the lighting effect and the individual character
of the luminaire’s materials and surfaces more to
the foreground. Minimized cross-sections ensure
elegant proportions across the different column and
bollard variations.
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The Line modularity

Design Options
Column
1. Pick your light module.

2. Choose single or double

3. Design your roadway / pathway project.

(symmetric or asymmetric).

Rotation 360º with in-field
light module adjustability.

12-cell column

360º

6-cell column
3-cell column

4. Choose your light distribution.

5. Choose your finish.

6. Choose your options
(comfort feature, motion sensor, etc.).
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The Line modularity
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The Line optics
specifications

Linear optics
the scaling of light
Selux is revolutionizing the look of street lighting
by combining diverse functions in a radically
reduced design and creating new clarity in the
urban landscape. Vertical, linear optical cells
fit seamlessly into a pure luminaire shape. The
microfacetted reflectors provide high visual
comfort and excellent glare control through
an indirect lighting approach. The precision

optics target areas where light is needed most
and illuminate residential spaces with respect
to nature. Independent 360 degree rotation of
lighting modules allows symmetric or asymmetric
distributions with final positioning tailored onsite during installation for each module. Comfort
feature option adds a diffuse primary optic to
further soften the visual appearance.

Standard Column Distributions
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Asymmetric
with Comfort Feature

Asymmetric Medium
with Comfort Feature

Asymmetric Wide
with Comfort Feature

Asymmetric

Asymmetric Medium

Asymmetric Wide

*Symmetric when double light is chosen

The Line optics

The linear optical cells fit seamlessly in the
reduced design of the Line. To meet different
application requirements, light output is scalable
based on the modules chosen. The higher output
modules will maintain the same visual comfort
as the low output since surface area increases
accordingly. Increasing surface area with lumen
output maintains a consistent appearance across
all module sizes.
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Street side and pathway

Combinations for one line
with multiple functions
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Street side and pathway

Asymmetric (Single Light Module)
A single optic creates pure light for
asymmetric illumination.

Symmetric (Double Light Module)
Combining two optics in a column creates
symmetric illumination.
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The Line application
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The Line application

Increased safety without
disturbing the view.
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The Line bollard

Bollard luminaires
With the right choice of material and optics,
the scaled-down profile of the Line fits
perfectly in intimate architectural settings.
The 4 1/2” round bollard is the perfect optical
tool to uniformly light pathways and create a
comforting application.

Standard Bollard Distribution

Asymmetric
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*Symmetric when double light is chosen

The Line bollard
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Diversity in color and material

Selux Metal Finishes

White
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Semi-matte
Black

Black

Silver

Bronze

Custom
RAL

The Line options

Photocell

Comfort Feature

Buried Base

The twist-lock photocell conserves energy and improves
safety and security by automatically turning lights on
when it gets dark. It also saves on energy by turning off
at dawn when extra light is unnecessary.

The comfort feature option places a small optic
attachment over LED groups which refracts and adds
some diffusion to soften the appearance of the light
engine at night.

Buried base option available to provide the cleanest
installed look possible. With base plate recessed
below grade the column disappears discreatly into the
landscape.

GFCI

USB & Duplex Receptacle

Motion Sensor

The outdoor GFCI receptacle is intended for portable
tools and equipment when attended by personnel. The
GFCI duplex receptacle is weatherproof with its selfclosing cover - for use with or without padlock.

The outdoor GFCI receptacle with USB charging port
is, intended for portable tools and equipment when
attended by personnel. The USB charging port allows
convenient charging of smart phones or other low
voltage electronics.

Allowing the light to be controlled by a motion sensor
cuts down on the amount of wasted electricity. With
motion sensor, the lights will only be on when someone
is using the area. This makes sound economic sense,
and is more environmentally friendly.
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LED WARRANTY

